
3. Dominance Arguments∗

We saw how to represent static interactions as strategic-form games in the previous

lecture. We are now going to begin to “solve” games by which we mean make predictions

about what the actors will do. Which strategy profile or profiles they will play and what

will be the outcomes of this interaction?

In order to solve any game we must make some assumptions about how each actor

plays. We start by making the weakest, least demanding assumption possible about how

each player plays and then see how far we can go in analyzing games with the weakest

possible assumption. We will find that we can that we can make predictions about what

the agents will do in some games. But we will quickly run into games we cannot solve

when we only are willing to make these least demanding assumptions. At this point we

can either give up and reconcile ourselves to being unable to make predictions about most

interactions. Or we can make some stronger, more demanding assumptions in order to be

able to analyze more games. We pursue the latter option by making somewhat stronger

assumptions and seeing how far we can go with them. Once again we will encounter games

we cannot solve if we are only willing to make these somewhat stronger assumptions. So

we will make some yet stronger assumptions until we are able to solve all finite games,

i.e., games in which there is finite number of actors and each actor has a finite number of

strategies.

3.1 Strict Dominance

We start by trying to solve a game in which two candidates for office have to decide whether

to run expensive campaigns involving a lot of advertising and media buys or conduct

relatively cheap campaigns. More specifically, suppose two candidates, a Democrat D

and a Republican R, have to decide whether to run an expensive campaign, E, or a cheap

campaign, C. If one candidate runs an expensive campaign while the other runs a cheap

campaign, we assume the one running the expensive campaign wins. If both candidates

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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3.1 STRICT DOMINANCE 2

run the same type of campaign, they are equally likely to win but do so at a higher cost

with expensive campaigns.

The best outcome for a candidate, say D, is to win even if that is more costly. That

is, (E,C) is D ’s highest ranked profile. D ’s worst outcome is for her to lose by running

a cheap race while her opponent runs an expensive race. Finally, D and R each have a

fifty-fifty chance of winning if they run the same type of campaign but spend more if they

run an expensive campaign. So each candidate prefers (C,C) to (E,E) as the chances of

winning are the same and the former is less expensive. This leads to the following game

in Figure 3.1.1

Figure 3.1: The campaign spending game.

In order to predict what the players will do, consider the game from D ’s perspective.

She is unsure of what R is going to do, but suppose that she guesses that R will run an

expensive campaign E. This guess about what R is going to do is illustrated in Figure

3.2a. If R plays E, D is effectively in the left column and choosing between a 50-50 chance

of winning at a high cost by playing E, which brings a payoff of 2, or losing for sure albeit

at a lower cost with C and getting 1. Given these choices, D prefers playing E to C when

she believes that R is going to choose E. That is, E is D ’s best response or best reply

to R’s playing C.

Unsure of what her opponent is going to do, suppose instead that D believes that R is

going to play C. R’s playing C puts D in the left right column as illustrated Figure 3.2b.

Given this guess, D wins with E and gets a payoff of 4. D gets a 50-50 chance of winning

with C and gets a payoff of 3. D prefers the former and E is her best response to C.

1Readers with some previous background in game theory may recognize this game as a type of Pris-
oner’s Dilemma. We say more about the Prisoner’s Dilemma later.
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Figure 3.2: D ’s best responses.

The important thing to realize is that D prefers to play E regardless of what she

believes R is going to do. D still cares about what R does because it affects her payoff.

But what R does has no effect on whether she prefers E to C.

Putting this another way, strategy C is strictly dominated by E for candidate D. D

strictly does better by playing E rather than C no matter what the other candidate does.

The least demanding assumption we make about the way that an actor plays is that it

will not play a strictly dominated strategy. This leads to the prediction that D will not

play C and hence must play E.

The game looks the same from R’s perspective. Regardless of what he believes D is

going to do, R does better by playing E rather than C. That is, C is strictly dominated

by E for player R. R therefore will not play C. Putting these predictions together, the

candidates play the strategy profile (E,E).

A striking feature about this prediction is that both candidates would do better if

they played (C,C). Each would then get a payoff off 3 rather than 2. The problem is

that if one actor thinks the other is going to play C, the former does better by playing E

and the prediction that the players play (C,C) comes apart.

We conclude the discussion of strict dominance by developing some notation which

makes these ideas more precise and proves helpful when analyzing more complicated

games. Suppose we are analyzing an N -actor strategic-form game. A strategy profile

specifies a strategy for each player and can be written as (s1, s2, . . . , sN) where sj is
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player j’s strategy. The utility or payoff that j gets if the game is played according to

this profile is Uj(s1, s2, . . . , sN). For example, UD(E,C) = 4 and UR(E,C) = 1 in the

campaign spending game.

We will often want to focus on what player j is doing in a strategy profile. To this

end, we will write the profile as (sj, s−j) where sj is j’s strategy and s−j are the strategies

of the other actors. In the strategy profile s = (J,M,D) in the CEO game in Figure 2.3,

s−II is what players I and III are doing, namely, s−II = (J, ·, D).

Then j’s strategy x is strictly dominated if j has another strategy, say y, such that

j’s payoff to playing x is always worse than its payoff to y regardless of what the other

players do. In symbols, Uj(x, s−j) < Uj(y, s−j) for all profiles s−j. Agent j’s strategy z is

strictly dominant if it does strictly better than any other strategy regardless of what

the other players do: Uj(z, s−j) > Uj(y, s−j) for all s−j and all y 6= z.

3.2 Iterated Elimination of Strictly Dominated Strategies.

Assuming that actors do not play strictly dominated strategies is the weakest possible

assumption we could make, and it is good enough to solve the 2× 2 campaign-spending

game. But it is not enough to solve almost any other game. Consider the 3× 3 game in

Figure 3.3. Player I’s strategies are top, T ; middle, M ; and down, D. II ’s options are

left, L; center, C ; and right, R.

There is only one dominance relation. D is strictly dominated by M . That is, I always

does better by playing M rather than D regardless of what II does. By contrast, neither

M nor T dominates the other. I does better with M than T if II plays C but better

with T than M if II plays L. Nor is any one of II ’s strategies strictly dominated by any

other. (You should verify that this is the case.)

Note, however, that once D is eliminated and we are left with the 2 × 3 game in

Figure 3.4a, L is strictly dominated by C. No other strategies in the 2 × 3 game are

strictly dominated for either actor. So, II will not play L, and eliminating it leaves the

2× 2 game in Figure 3.4b.

Looking at the 2× 2 game, I’s strategy of playing T is strictly dominated by playing
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Figure 3.3: A 3× 3 game.

M , so T is eliminated. Finally, C is dominated by R in the 1 × 2 game in Figure 3.4.

After repeatedly eliminating strictly dominated strategies, we are left with a single strat-

egy profile, namely, (M,R). This process is called iterated elimination of strictly

dominated strategies (IESDS). When IESDS eliminates all but one profile the game

is said to be dominance solvable. This is our prediction about how the actors will play

the game.

The process of solving a game by iterated elimination deletion of strictly dominated

strategies is very mechanical. But it is important to emphasize that we are assuming

more about the actors than that they do not play strictly dominated strategies.

If the only assumption we are willing to make about how actors play is that they do

not play strictly dominated strategies, then the only prediction we can make is that I

will not play D as illustrated in Figure 3.4a. Suppose, however, that we also assume that

each player knows that no actor would play a strictly dominated strategy. Then II knows

that I will never play D. Given this, II does not have worry that I might play D and L

is now strictly dominated by R.

The next mechanical step in the deletion process is eliminating T in Figure 3.4c. But

we are assuming still more about the actors when we do this. We are assuming that the

actors know that the other actors know that no actor will play a strictly dominated strategy.

More specifically, I knows that II knows that I will not play the strictly dominated
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Figure 3.4: Iterated elimination of strictly dominated strategies.
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strategy D. Hence, I reasons, II will not play L, so T is now strictly dominated.

Finally, eliminating C in Figure 3.4d requires still another round of “knowing”. As

just seen, in order for I to delete T , I must know that II knows that I will not play

the strictly dominated strategy D. In order for II to delete, C, it must know that I has

deleted T (as well as D), so it must know that I knows that II knows that I will not play

the strictly dominated strategy D. Hence, II reasons, I will not play T .

In sum, every round of deletion requires another round of “knowing.” To ensure that

we can go as many rounds as we need, common knowledge of rationality is assumed.

That is, we assume that the players know that the players know that the players know

. . . that the players know that no player will play a strictly dominated strategy for any

number of rounds.

Example 3.1: The Hoteling Location game.

Two candidates, a Democrat, D, and a Republican, R, are trying to attract voters by

announcing their platforms, i.e., what they will do if elected. This might include promises

to cut taxes, increase spending on schools, balance the budget and so on. To keep things

simple, we suppose a platform can be described in terms of its location along a Left-Right

ideological spectrum as illustrated in Figure 3.5. We simplify further by assuming that

there are only five possible locations along this spectrum: the far left, L; the center, C ;

the far right, R; the center left, CL, half way between the far left and center; and the

center right, CR is half way between the center and right. The candidates choose their

platforms secretly and announce them at the same time.

Figure 3.5: The Left-Right spectrum.

This is a static interaction in that each candidate has a single decision to make and

makes it in ignorance of what the other is doing. We also have the first two elements of

a strategic-form representation of this interaction, namely, who the players are and what

each player can do.
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To complete the specification of the game, we have to describe the candidates’ rankings

over strategy profiles. The candidates are assumed to want to maximize their vote share,

so the issue is how to determine the vote shares associated with each strategy profile.

Each voter is assumed to have a preferred or ideal platform and will vote for a candidate

who runs on this platform. (If both parties run on that platform, the voter would flip a

coin to decide which to vote for.) If neither candidate offers a voter her ideal platform,

she votes for the candidate whose platform is closest along the ideological spectrum to

her ideal point. If, for example, a voter’s ideal point is just slightly to the right of center,

R announces a center-right platform, and D announces a center-left platform (see Figure

3.6), then the voter would vote for R.

Figure 3.6: Who a voter votes for.

To go from how individuals vote to the total vote share, assume that the voters’ ideal

points are spread evenly across the political spectrum. If D ’s adopts platform C and

R chooses CR, then we can visualize the candidates’ vote share by drawing a line half

way between these platforms. All the voters whose ideal points lie to the left of this line

are closer to D ’s platform and vote for D. Voters with ideal points to the right, vote

for R. Given that the voters’ ideal points are uniformly distributed over the ideological

spectrum, D ’s vote share is the proportion of the ideological spectrum to the left of line

dividing the candidates’ platforms and R’s vote share is the proportion to right.2

2Taking the voters’ ideal points to be evenly spread across the spectrum makes it easy
to calculate the vote share. In actuality, voters’ ideal points tend to cluster in the center
and this could be used to make the calculations.
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Figure 3.7: Determining vote shares.

Calculating the vote shares for all of the profiles gives Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: A Hoteling voting game.

To solve the game, note that the extreme strategies of L and R are strictly dominated

by the adjacent strategies LC and RC for both players. Eliminating them yields the 3×3

game in Figure 3.9a. The extreme strategies LC and RC in this game are now strictly

dominated by the adjacent strategy C. Eliminating them leaves the strategy profile (C,C)

(see Figure 3.9b). The Hoteling game is dominance solvable. Both parties platforms are

pulled to the center and (C,C) is the predicted outcome.

The solution also underscores an important point about dominated strategies. An
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Figure 3.9: Analyzing the Hoteling voting game.
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actor should not play a strictly dominated strategy (like L) because it would always do

better by playing the strategy that dominates it (like CL). But this does not necessarily

mean that the actor should play the strategy that dominates it as it in turn may be

dominated by something else (as CL is by C ).

To simplify the Hoteling example, we assumed that each party only had five stratgies,

L, LC, C, CR, and R. Suppose more generally, that each party can choose from a much

larger set of P discrete positions. These potential platforms need not be evenly spread out

though we continue to assume that the mid-point C is one of them. Figure 3.10 illustrates

the potential platforms.

Figure 3.10: P possible party platforms.

Can you generalize the arguments we used to solve the simple Hoteling game in Figure 3.8

to solve the more general game with P strategies?

3.3 Weak Dominance

The weakest assumption we can make about the way actors play is that they do not play

strictly dominated strategies. Taking this to be common knowledge lets us iteratively

eliminate strictly dominated strategies to make predictions about how some games will

be played. Unfortunately, IESDS is too weak to solve most games, and we will have

to make stronger assumptions about how actors play if we want to be able to make

predictions about the outcomes of these interactions.

No strategies are strictly dominated by any other strategies in the game in Figure

3.11. But compare C and R. II does better with R than C if I plays M or D and R and

C are just as good if I plays T . In other words, II always does at least as well by playing

R rather than C and sometimes does better. That is, R weakly dominates C.
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Figure 3.11: Weak but not strict dominance.

Stating this more precisely, actor j’s strategy x is weakly dominated if j has another

strategy, say y, such that Uj(y, s−j) ≥ Uj(x, s−j) for all profiles s−j and Uj(y, s
′
−j) >

Uj(x, s
′
−j) for at least one profile s′−j.

3.4 Iterated Elimination of Weakly Dominated Strategies.

If assume that players do not play weakly dominated strategies and that this is com-

mon knowledge, then we can try to make predictions about the outcomes by iteratively

eliminating weakly dominated strategies.

Once we eliminate C, we are left with the 3 × 2 game in Figure 3.12a. M is weakly

dominated by T in this game and deleting it gives the 2 × 2 game in Figure 3.12b. L

now weakly dominates R. Once the latter is eliminated, I is choosing between (T, L) and

(D,L) and plays T . The game is dominance solvable, and the predicted profile is (T, L).

Example 3.2: A Bertrand Duopoly.

Two firms, F1 and F2 are trying to decide what price to set. The firms products are

identical and consumers will buy from the firm charging the lowest price. The firms set

their prices in secret and, to keep things simple, can only charge prices of 1, 2, . . . , or 5

dollars per unit. (We will allow for more options later.)

The firms make one decision, what to charge, and make it in ignorance of what the
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Figure 3.12: Iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

other firm is doing. So the interaction between the firms is static. We also know who

the players are and what actions they can take. So we have the first two elements of a

strategic-form game.

To complete the specification of the game, we need to determine the firms’ ranking of

strategy profiles. Each firm is trying to maximize its profits, so we can use each firm’s

profit as its payoff. The costs of production are $1 per unit, and there are 100 consumers.

Suppose then that F1 charges $3 and F2 charges $2, that is, the firms play profiles (3, 2).

Since F2 charges the lower price, all 100 consumers buy from it. Its total revenues are

$2× 100 = 200, its total costs are $1× 100 = 100, so its profits are $200− $100 = $100.

No one buys from F1, so its revenues, costs, and profits are all zero. Thus the payoffs

associated with the profile (3, 2) are (0, 100) as shown in Figure 3.13.

If both firms charge the same price, the consumers do not care which firm they buy

from. We assume that half of the consumers buy from each firm. So the profits associated

with the profile (4, 4) are (4× 50)− (1× 50) = 150 for each firm.

There are no strict-dominance relations in the game in Figure 3.13. To see this note

that no strategy is better for firm 1 than any other if firm 2 charges 1. All of F1’s strategies

yield the same payoff of zero, and hence no strategy can strictly dominate any other. The

same holds for firm 2. We therefore cannot make any predictions about what the players

will do based on strict dominance.
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Figure 3.13: A Bertrand Duopoly.

We can however say something if we assume the firms do not play weakly dominated

strategies and that this is common knowledge. Observe first that the extreme strategy

of charging 1 is weakly dominated for both firms. So is the other extreme of charging 5.

Looking at it from firm 1’s perspective, charging 5 is weakly dominated by charging 4.

Both strategies do equally well if firm 2 undercuts both of these prices by charging less

than 4. All of the consumers will flock to firm 2, and firm 1’s profits will be zero. But

charging 4 rather that 5 brings higher profits if firm 2 charges 4 or 5.

Eliminating the weakly dominated strategies of charging 1 and 5 leaves the 3×3 game

with prices 3, 4, and 5. The now-extreme strategy of charging 4 is weakly dominated by

3. Eliminating this strategy leaves a 2 × 2 game of prices 2 and 3. The now-extreme

strategy of charging 3 is weakly dominated by undercutting this with the next highest

price of 2. Eliminating the strategy of charging 3 leaves the strategy profile of (2, 2). The

game is dominance solvable, and the prediction is that both firms will charge 2.

3.5 On Dominance Arguments.

We conclude with some observations observations about dominance arguments. Domi-

nance arguments are often very powerful. Whenever you think about a strategic interac-

tion, you should begin by asking yourself if any strategies are weakly or strictly dominated.
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You should also try to think this though and not depend on having to write out the payoff

matrix of the game.

To see why, suppose that the candidates in the Hoteling game could choose 100 differ-

ent positions instead of five. The payoff matrix would have 100× 100 = 10, 000 different

strategy profiles. If the firms in the Bertrand game could set prices in terms of pennies,

e.g., charge 4.23, then each firm would have 401 different prices between 1.00 and 5.00.

The payoff matrix would have 401 × 401 = 16, 801 profiles. Writing these matrices out

before thinking about dominance would take a very long time. More importantly, think-

ing through the dominance arguments – why are the extremes in the location game or the

Bertrand Duopoly dominated? – often provides a deeper understanding of the interaction

than mechanically going through the process of deleting strategies in a payoff matrix.

It should also be emphasized that the fact that if anything is dominated it is often

an extreme strategy is a rule-of-thumb. It is not always true, and one needs to check to

see if other, non-extreme strategies are dominated. Sometimes non-extreme strategies are

dominated even if the extremes are not. But checking the extremes is often a good place

to begin to think about dominance.

Finally, we expand on why assuming that actors do not play weakly dominated strate-

gies is a stronger, more demanding assumption than assuming that they do not play

strictly dominated strategies. There are several reasons, and the first has to do with the

order in which strategies are deleted.

Does the order of deletion of strictly dominated strategies matter? To be more specific,

suppose a game is dominance solvable by IESDS. Does it matter if we first delete player

1’s strictly dominated strategies, then 2’s, then 3’s and so on, or instead delete players

2, 4, 6, and 8’s strictly dominated strategies before eliminating those of 1, 3, 5, and 7?

What if a player has three strictly-dominated strategies? Must all of them be deleted at

the same time?

The answer is no. If a game is dominance solvable by interated elimination of strictly

dominated strategies, then the order of deletion does not matter. We always come out

with the same prediction about what the agents do. Can you think of a way to prove that

this is so?
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Figure 3.14: Order may matter with weak dominance.

But the order of deletion of weakly dominated strategies may matter. It does not

always, but it may. Neither L or R weakly dominates the other in the game in Figure 3.14.

But X weakly dominates both Y and Z for actor I.

Suppose we eliminate Y and then look at the game from II ’s perspective. L weakly

dominates R. I chooses W after R is eliminated, leaving the strategy profile (W,L). If,

however, we eliminate Z first and then look at the game from II ’s perspective, L is

weakly dominated by R. I plays X after L is eliminated, and the predicted profile is

(X,R). Finally, if we eliminate both Y and Z, no strategy is weakly or strictly dominated

in the remaining 2× 2 game. Dominance arguments cannot take us any further.

When we use iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies to make predictions

in games in which the order matters, we are implicitly assuming more than that it is

common knowledge that actors do not play weakly dominated strategies. We are also

assuming that the actors share a common conjecture about the order of deletion. Common

conjectures and where they come from play a crucial role in the equilibrium analysis of

games, and we will take this up later. The important thing for now is to realize that

while we can often solve a game mechanically, we are sometimes making very strong

assumptions and need to ask whether they are appropriate.

Figure 3.15 highlights a second reason that assuming players do not play weakly dom-

inated strategies is less compelling than the assumption that they do not play strictly
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Figure 3.15: Weak dominance as a hedge.

dominated strategies. B weakly dominates A, and eliminating this strategy for both

players leads to the predicted profile (B,B) with a payoff of 1 for each player. Note, how-

ever, that both players would have been better off had each played A. Each would have

gotten 10. Moreover, neither actor can profit by playing B rather than A if it believes

that the other actor is playing A. This sounds like a good reason to play A yet that would

contradict the assumption that actors do not play weakly dominated strategies.

One way to think about this dilemma is to think of playing the weakly dominate

strategy B as hedging against the risk that the other actor will play B rather than A.

As long as the other actor is sure to play A, A or B are equally good against A. Both

yield a payoff of 10. But if there is any chance that the other actor will play B, then B

is better than A against B. Thus when we assume players do not play weakly dominated

strategies, we are assuming that they always behave as though they are never completely

confident that a player will play a specific strategy. The implication of this is that both

players get 1 instead of 10 and both are worse off. We will have more to say about this

when we discuss equilibria in the next lecture.
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